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SIA Training is one of the most important training courses that need to be cleared in order to
become a part of the security service industry in UK. There are several SIA licence courses such as
security guarding, door supervision and CCTV operations. The most important part is to ensure that
the company chosen for obtaining SIA training is approved under the SIA licence and has a good
market reputation. At the Training Circle UK, our success depends on your success and we focus
on quality, quality, quality.

Obtaining a SIA licence requires a person to go through series of steps. SIA licence training will be
different for each of the licences. For instance, door superior training required significant amount of
work to be done theoretically in order to ensure that the candidate recognizes all the elemental rules
and legislation. There are many roles to be played and duties related to the job that needs to be
adapted properly. Recently, there have been many changes in the overall SIA door supervisor
training.

Door Supervisor licence is needed when manned guarding events or activities are to be undertaken
with respect to the licensed premises. There are exceptions to activities involving CCTV equipments
and their usage that falls within the premises of valuables and cash in close or transit protection.
Door Supervisor license is also required if a person is performing similar activities on behalf of an
employer or self or as services supplied for or in relation to any contract. The licence is also
required in relation to the licences premises, which means all those premises that are open to public
â€“ for instance, places where alcohol is supplied, or there is scope for regulated entertainment.

SIA licence for Door Supervisor Training is available in the form of 2 types â€“ Front Line Licence and
Non Front Line Licence.

Front Line Licence is needed if a person is undertaken any licenceable activity, apart from the key
holding tasks that are covered under a separate category. This typical SIA training is extensive and
helps in obtaining a licence in the form of a plastic card, akin to a credit card, to be worn by an
individual.

Non-front Licence is needed for the ones who intend to mange, supervise and employ individuals
engaged in any licensable activity, till the time any front line event or activity is not performed. This
could include partners or directors of the firms involved in the management of front-line staff as well.
This type of license is issued as a letter.

Working in the security industry in London is a rewarding job. Whether a candidate wishes to be a
security guard or a door supervisor, proper SIA training is mandatory to obtain a genuine SIA
licence.
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Obtain your a SIA training  from The Training Circle UK, the leading SIA approved a SIA licence
training company in the UK.
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